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Abstract Introduction Fishing, one of the oldest productive activities, is an important sector of
the national and world economy.
Aim To evaluate the vestibular behavior in a population of fishermen.
Methods In a retrospective and cross-sectional study, 13 fishermen (mean 45.0),
between 33 and 62 years of age, were submitted to anamnesis, otorhinolaryngological
evaluation, and vestibular exam through the vector electronystagmography.
Results Themost evident otoneurologic symptoms were hearing loss (76.9%), tinnitus
(61.7%), dizziness (46.1%), and headache (46.1%). The most evident clinical symptoms
were fatigue (46.1%), depression (23.0%), anxiety (15.3%), insomnia (7.7%), and
agitation during sleep (7.7%). There were alterations in the vestibular exam in 5
fishermen (38.5%) discovered in the caloric test. There was a prevalence of alteration
in the peripheral vestibular system. There was a major frequency of the peripheral
vestibular irritative syndrome.
Conclusion The otoneurologic complaints were frequent in the population studied to
verify the importance of allowing labyrinth exams and the need for adopting preventive
measures relating to noise exposure as well as carbonmonoxide exposure, because they
can cause and/or enhance various manifestations of labyrinthine vestibular impairment
that can affect the quality of life of these workers.
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Introduction

Fishing is one of the oldest productive activities and is an
important sector of the Brazilian and world economy.1 The
fishing industry is an important source of employment and
exists in both traditional and industrial formats.

The industrial format, which is the focus of this study,
occurs in vessels over 24m long and thefisherman remains at
sea for weeks on end—in most cases, with constant exposure
to noise from the boat’s engine, localized arm andwhole body
vibrations, as well as carbon monoxide (CO) and tobacco
products, which can cause health problems both in general
and in hearing.2

Among the illnesses that occur in this population, noise-
induced hearing loss (NIHL) should be highlighted. A study in
Brazil with 52 industrial fishermen found 61.53% with below
normal audiograms, with characteristics of NIHL and tinnitus
reported by 46.15% of the fishermen evaluated.4 NIHL is
caused by an accumulation of exposures to noise, usually
daily, which are repeated continuously for a certain period.5

Nudelmann et al6 and Gonçalves7 suggest that NIHL is
preventable and can have negative consequences of different
natures, leading to hearing impairment, auditory dysfunc-
tions such as tinnitus, and important vestibular changes. In
Brazil, despite the evolution of knowledge and legislation
about NIHL, there are still cases of injured workers.8

Exposure to CO can lead to both early and later neurologic
side effects, which may occur as diffuse white matter demyelin-
ation and ischemic lesions of the globus pallidus.9,10 Exceeding
30 consecutive days of exposure can lead to chronic poisoning
even in low concentrations.11 CO poisoning can cause toxic
effects such as insomnia, headaches, fatigue, decreased physical
capacity, dizziness, vertigo, ataxia, mental impairment, nausea,
vomiting, visual disturbances, hearing disorders, respiratory
diseases, and other less frequent effects.10–13

Several studies emphasized the effects of the combined
exposure of CO and noise. Some authors reported that
simultaneous exposure to these two factors can lead to a
potentiation of the effects of noise affecting not only the ears
but also the mechanisms responsible for the body’s
balance.14,15

The aim of this study was to evaluate the vestibular
behavior in a population of fishermen.

Materials and Methods

We evaluated 13 male fishermen, from 33 to 62 years old
(mean age 45.0 years), directed to us by the Jorge Duprat
Figueiredo Foundation for Safety and Occupational Medicine
(FUNDACENTRO) of the Ministry of Labor and Employment
for the Otoneurology sector of an educational institution.

This was a cross-sectional study and the fishermen were
evaluated irrespective of the time spent at sea. Included in the
survey were fishermen without otoscopic alterations, and
excluded were fishermen with musculoskeletal changes that
prevented the examination.

The study was approved by the Institutional Ethics Com-
mittee under the Protocol number 094/2006 and after signing

the consent form, the fishermen were subjected to the
following procedures.

Anamnesis
Aquestionnairewas givenwith an emphasis on otoneurologic
signs and symptoms.

Ear, Nose, and Throat Evaluation
Ear, nose, and throat examinations were performed to rule
out any alteration that could affect the test.

Vestibular Assessment
The fishermen were subjected to the following tests that
make up the vestibular examination. Initially, vertigo and
position/positioning nystagmus, spontaneous and semispon-
taneous, were researched. Then, for a vector electronystag-
mography (VENG) a thermosensitive Berger Eletromedicina
(São Paulo, SP, Brazil) model VN316 unit was used with three
recording channels. An active electrode was attached with an
electrolytic paste at a lateral angle for each eye and the frontal
midline, forming an isosceles triangle, which allows the
identification of horizontal, vertical, and oblique eye move-
ments, and especially to allow the calculation of the angular
velocity the slow component eye velocity (SCV) of the nys-
tagmus. We used a Ferrante adjustable height swivel chair, a
model EV VEC visual stimulator, and air calorimeter model
NGR 05, both from Neurograff Eletromedicina (São Paulo, SP,
Brazil).

We made the following eye and labyrinth tests at VENG,
according to criteria proposed by Mangabeira-Albernaz
et al.16

• Calibration of eye movements. At this stage of the exami-
nation, the clinical aspect evaluated was the regularity of
motion, making the study data comparable.

• Study of spontaneous (eyes open and closed) and semi-
spontaneous (eyes open) nystagmus. In this stage, we
evaluated occurrence, direction, inhibitory effect of ocular
fixation (IEOF), and the maximum SCV value of the
nystagmus.

• Study of pendular tracking for evaluation of occurrence
and type of curve.

• Study of optokinetic nystagmus at a speed of 60 degrees
per second, horizontally counterclockwise and clockwise.
We evaluated the occurrence, direction, maximum SCV
counterclockwise and clockwise movements of the
nystagmus.

• Study of pre- and postrotatory nystagmus in swivel chair
testing, stimulating the lateral, anterior, and posterior
semicircular canals. For stimulation of the lateral (hori-
zontal) semicircular canals, the head was bent forward 30
degrees. In the next step, to sensitize the anterior and
posterior (vertical) semicircular canals, the head was
positioned 60 degrees backward and 45 degrees to the
right, and then backward 60 degrees and 45 degrees to the
left, respectively. The occurrence, direction, and counter-
clockwise and clockwise rotation frequency of the nystag-
mus was observed.
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• Study of pre- and postcaloric nystagmus was performed
with the patient positioned so that the head and trunk
were inclined 60 degrees backward for adequate stimula-
tion of the lateral semicircular canals. The irrigation time
of each ear with air at 42°C and 20°C lasted 80 seconds for
each temperature, and the responses were recorded with
eyes closed and thenwith eyes open to observe the IEOF. In
this evaluation, the direction, the absolute values of the
SCV, and the relationship of directional preponderance
and labyrinthine preponderance of postcaloric nystagmus
were observed.

Statistical Analysis
We applied the difference of proportions test to compare the
results of the vestibular exam (analyzing normal and abnor-
mal results) and the Fisher test (correlating the results of the
vestibular exam with the symptoms of hearing loss, tinnitus,
and dizziness). The level for rejecting the null hypothesis was
set at 0.05 or 5%.

Results

The frequency of diverse otoneurologic and clinical signs and
symptoms are seen in ►Table 1.

The study of positional nystagmus, eye movement calibra-
tion, investigation of spontaneous nystagmus with eyes open
and closed, semispontaneous nystagmus, pendular tracking,
and optokinetic nystagmus showed no changes.

In the caloric test, there were 8 cases (61.5%) of normal
responses, 2 cases (15.4%) of bilateral labyrinth hyperreflexia, 1
case (7.7%) of unilateral labyrinth hyperreflexia, 1 case (7.7%)
unilateral labyrinth hyporeflexia, and 1 case (7.7%) of bilateral

labyrinth hyporeflexia, as shown in ►Table 2. Five cases
(38.4%) were peripheral vestibular disorders, 2 cases (15.4%)
were peripheral vestibular deficit dysfunction, and 2 cases
(23.0%) were irritative peripheral vestibular dysfunction. The
test was normal in 8 cases (61.5%), as described in ►Table 2.

The proportions test demonstrated that there was no
difference between the proportions of normal and abnormal
scans (p ¼ 0.2524). The correlation between the results of the
vestibular exam and hearing loss can be seen in►Table 3. The
Fisher test showed no significant difference between the
proportions of patients with normal vestibular exams (NVE)
and abnormal vestibular exams (AVE) with and without hear-
ing loss (p ¼ 0.1958). The correlation between the results of
the vestibular exam and tinnitus can be seen in ►Table 4. The
Fisher test showed that there was no significant difference
between the proportions of patients with NVE and AVE with
and without tinnitus (p ¼ 0.6845). The correlation between
the results of the vestibular exam and dizziness can be seen

Table 1 Distribution of the frequency of otoneurologic signs
and symptoms and clinical findings in 13 fishermen evaluated

n Frequency

Otoneurologic signs and symptoms

Hearing loss 10 76.9%

Tinnitus 8 61.5%

Dizziness 6 46.1%

Headaches 6 46.1%

Imbalance when walking 1 7.7%

Difficulty or pain when moving neck 1 7.7%

Lightheadedness 1 7.7%

Cracking neck 1 7.7%

Sweating 1 7.7%

Diverse clinical signs and symptoms

Fatigue 6 46.1%

Depression 3 23.0%

Anxiety 2 15.3%

Insomnia 1 7.7%

Agitation during sleep 1 7.7%

Table 2 Results obtained on caloric test analyzing absolute and
relative values and the entrance exam for 13 fishermen
evaluated

n Frequency

Caloric test

Normoreflexia 8 61.5%

Bilateral labyrinth hyperreflexia 2 15.4%

Unilateral labyrinth hyporeflexia 1 7.7%

Unilateral labyrinth hyperreflexia 1 7.7%

Bilateral labyrinth hyporeflexia 1 7.7%

Vestibular exam N Frequency

NVE 8 61.5%

PVID 3 23.0%

PVDD 2 15.5%

Abbreviations: NVE, normal vestibular exam; PVID, peripheral vestibular
irritative dysfunction; PVDD, peripheral vestibular deficit dysfunction.
Note: The use of the proportions test demonstrates that there was no
difference between the proportions of normal and abnormal exams
(p ¼ 0.2524).

Table 3 Correlation between the results of vestibular exam and
hearing loss in 13 fishermen evaluated

Exam Otoneurologic
symptom

p

No Yes

NVE 3 5 0.1958

AVE – 5

Abbreviations: AVE, abnormal vestibular exam; NVE, normal vestibular
exam.
Note: Fisher test showed no significant difference between the pro-
portions of patients with NVE and AVE with and without hearing loss
(p ¼ 0.1958).
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in►Table 5. The Fisher test also showed a significantdifference
between the proportions of patients with NVE and AVE with
and without dizziness (p ¼ 0.0047).

Discussion

In analyzing the medical history, the occurrence of multiple
diverse clinical and otoneurologic symptoms was verified.
According to the literature, tinnitus is the first warning of
exposure to excessive sound stimuli and may indicate an
increased susceptibility to injury. This is an important symp-
tom in preventing NIHL and is one of the main predictors of
disadvantages generated in workers exposed to noise. Tinni-
tus is one of the three major otoneurologic manifestations,
along with sensorineural hearing loss and dizziness.17 It is
regarded as a physiologic disorder resulting from abnormal
neural activity in the auditory pathways.18 Current concep-
tions suggest the existence of involvement of the peripheral
and central auditory system, afferent and efferent, and the
interaction with other systems.18 Dias et al19 evaluated 284
workers and found a prevalence of 63.0% in NIHL and tinnitus
in 48.0% of cases evaluated.

Studies done on 258 men from military service in Israel,
exposed to intense impulse and impact noises, showed a
vestibular dysfunction (not specifying type) when asymmet-
ric hearing loss occurs.20 According to the authors, there is an
association between the severity of hearing loss and vestibu-
lar symptoms.

In the present study, we observed a change in the
peripheral vestibular system in five patients; this change
was found in the caloric test, with a predominance of
irritative peripheral vestibular dysfunction. In the litera-
ture, there was a scarcity of studies involving the vestibular
system and the activity of fishing. We emphasize the
research of the Kumar et al,15 who applied vestibular
evoked myogenic potentials in individuals with NIHL and
observed significant changes in elongation and reduction of
n23 latency in p13-n23 intervals, thus demonstrating an
involvement of this important otoneurologic examination.
Vestibular evoked myogenic potential was abnormal in
67.0% of cases with NIHL. The authors concluded that the
possibility of vestibular dysfunction, especially in the sac-
cule, is high in these cases.

With respect to CO poisoning, Kowalska21 studied 50
patients and showed bilateral hearing loss in different de-
grees in 42.0%, retrocochlear impairment in 80.0%, deafness in
6.0%, and vestibular dysfunction in 86.0% of patients. In
another study conducted on workers exposed to CO, 66.0%
had hearing loss and 76.5% had vestibular dysfunction.22

According to the author, these data confirm the toxic effects
of CO.

When comparing the results of the vestibular exam with
complaints of dizziness, this difference becomes relevant.
According to Cohen,23 dizziness may hinder the performance
of the individual in performing activities requiring rapid
movements of the head and also on tasks involving trunk
and head flexion. This explains the significance we encoun-
tered occurring with dizziness, because this type of profes-
sion sometimes requires jerky movements of the trunk and
head.

In the literature, we found few Brazilian and international
references that address the study of vestibulometry in indus-
trial fishermen to compare our findings, which demonstrates
the relevance of the subject studied, thus encouraging the
continuation of this research and the realization of new
studies on the subject, so that we may, in the near future,
plan actions that can minimize the symptoms caused in the
performance of this profession.

Conclusions

Themost evident otoneurologic symptomswere hearing loss,
tinnitus, dizziness, and headache, and several more clinical
symptoms were reported including fatigue, depression, anxi-
ety, insomnia, and restlessness during sleep.

Alterations in the vestibular exam occurred in 38.4% of
fishermen, found in the caloric test, with predominant dys-
function of the peripheral vestibular system of the irritative
type.

The otoneurologic complaints were frequent in the popu-
lation studied and verify the importance of allowing labyrinth
exams and the need for adopting preventive measures relat-
ing to exposure to noise and carbon monoxide, as they can
cause and/or enhance various manifestations such as laby-
rinthine vestibular impairment that can affect the quality of
life of these workers.

Table 4 Correlation between the results of vestibular exam and
tinnitus in 13 fishermen evaluated

Exam Otoneurologic
symptom

p

No Yes

NVE 3 5 0.6845

AVE 2 3

Abbreviations: AVE, abnormal vestibular exam; NVE, normal vestibular
exam.
Fisher test showed no significant difference between the proportions of
patients with NVE and AVE with and without tinnitus (p ¼ 0.6845).

Table 5 Correlation between the results of vestibular exam and
dizziness in 13 fishermen evaluated

Exam Otoneurologic
symptom

p

No Yes

NVE 7 1 0.0047

AVE – 5

Abbreviations: AVE, abnormalvestibular exam; NVE, normal vestibular
exam.
Note: Fisher test showed no significant difference between the pro-
portions of patients with NVE and AVE with and without dizziness
(p ¼ 0.0047).
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